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Host Beth says:
SUMMARY: The USS Cherokee is pulling away from Starbase-33 on their way to the Diego Gamma system in answer to taunts from the foul and annoying LoDuca.
Host Beth says:
USS Cherokee 10406.13 Doppelganger Part 12
Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*All*: All hands, we are nearly ready to launch, all decks report readiness.
XO_Worthington says:
::shines bright red as he waits on word of his mother::
OPS_Nash says:
@::on Starbase 33, resting in Sickbay::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::on the Bridge of the Cherokee, at post filling in for her boss::
CEO_Pandora says:
::In engineering, looking at the MSD:: *CO*: Captain, engineering checking in, green across the board.. Engines are fully at your disposal... And we still have engineering sealed off until further notice..
CSO_Nash says:
:: Sits at his station monitoring the chip.:: CO: Sciences are ready. I still have a fix on LoDuca. His position is holding steady in Diego Gamma System.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: Very good, keep your eyes on the board.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::On the Bridge in her chair.  Walks to Trent.::  XO: You going to be okay?  Have you heard anything about your mom?
MCPO_Damato says:
:: working tirelessly in the Weapons Control and Management Center. *CO*: Captain, Master Chief here.  Phasers are online and photon torpedo launcher, internal and external, are locked loaded and ready to go.  Cry havoc already..we got some payback to dish out!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Any idea on how to block his attempts to gain access?  *MCPO*: Very good, we'll try to not disappoint.
XO_Worthington says:
::stares blankly, ignoring T'Lin at first:: CNS: Not yet.
Host Beth says:
<SB-33 Duty_OPS>COM: Cherokee: This is Starbase 33 flight control...you are cleared for departure.
CEO_Pandora says:
*CO*: Aye sir... ::Walks over to the pool table to check something on it, glancing at the MSD every few moments::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
aFCO: Take us out.
CNS_T`Lin says:
XO: If you need a friend to talk to, I am here for you.  ::returns to her chair.::
MCPO_Damato says:
:: looks to the subordinates working. ALL: Get your butts in gear...were doing this one for the CTO.  Time to show these knuckleheads what happens when you kick the tiger between the legs....you get tore UP!
CSO_Nash says:
CO: At this time no. Since we have to use the chip to track him, it may act as a backdoor into our systems.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Why Diego Gamma?  What's there that plays to his advantage?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
<aFCO>  ::Engages thrusters and takes the ship out of dock.::
XO_Worthington says:
CO: Any word yet, sir? It's been a while.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Let me check the system and get back with you on the details.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Not yet, sorry.
OPS_Tiernan says:
::works on trying to find a way to cut LoDuca's link to the Cherokee::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Accesses the specifications on the Diego Gamma System.::
XO_Worthington says:
CO: Understood, sir. ::returns his gaze to the OPS console, waiting for a message::
Host Beth says:
<SB-33 Duty_OPS>: COM: Cherokee: Good flight and happy hunting, Cherokee.  See you when you get back. SB-33 out.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Any idea why LoDuca would want to use that system?
MCPO_Damato says:
:: moves to another screen..checking up on the defensive aspect...*CO*: Update on the shields, Cap'n.  We are 97 percent on the front screens....some yardie probably lost a hydro spanner in one of the panels...I'll try and fix it before we get any action, sir.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Glances at the warp core, looking for any abnormal events in the matter/anti-matter reaction::
OPS_Tiernan says:
COM: SB33 OPS:  Thank you.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*MCPO*: Very good, keep us informed.
XO_Worthington says:
::turns his gaze for a second:: CO: No sir.
MCPO_Damato says:
:: takes a complement of technicians and rushes to the Main Deflector Shield Generator...his face set as he tries to get his ship ready for combat. ::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::while monitoring communications, she comes upon a strange audio message, she tries locate the source but no luck::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: I have some interesting data on Diego Gamma, sir. It is an old ammo and Warp Core storage facility left over from the Federation/ Dominion War.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Stares at the XO for a minute and wonders how he is holding up.::  Self: He will be okay.  He is a strong person.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Empty or full?
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks to the warp core control console and stands besides it, once again looking at the MSD::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Inconclusive data as of yet, but I suggest we consider it full. If I know LoDuca he wouldn't use it if it weren't of some Tactical advantage to him.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::stands close to the impulse engine controller console and the power distribution display, as the ship is about to enter warp:: CEO: That was the quickest startup I've ever seen.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Smiles:: EO: Not for me, it wasn't.... ::Thinks back to his time aboard the Scimitar::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she learns that the message is for the Captain::  Captain:  Captain, Sir, there is a strange audio message of unknown origins marked for you.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Isolate it, put it onto a self contained unit, then play it.
CSO_Nash says:
OPS: Log it and capture a copy please. Don't want a repeat of the last message.
XO_Worthington says:
::begins to ball his fists up as he waits for the news::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Unless he wants to drag us into the right, or for us wrong, position.  Wild goose chase, if you will.
OPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::she gets a PADD and downloads the message, she examines it to see if there are no anomalies::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye sir, that thought had crossed my mind. But I think that since he has been exposed, the time for him to play games is at an end. He may have had enough of it.
OPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  I have the message on this PADD.  So far, there are no anomalies, shall I play it for you?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Go ahead.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CEO: Whatever you say, sir. Not everything need to be done so quickly. ::winks::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::plays message::
OPS_Nash says:
@::she looks over at Hazzard to see how he is doing, so far his status hasn't changed much::
Host Beth says:
ACTION: An oily voice is heard coming from the PADD...loud enough to be heard by the entire bridge crew.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Listens.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Grasps the arms on her chair that she is seated on as the message plays.::
Host Beth says:
<LoDuca>CO:  Well, well, well....if it isn't my dear Captain running off on another wild goose chase.  ::his tone takes on a disappointed note:: And here I wanted to give my farewell present to Commander Worthington in person.  ::a sigh can be heard:: Oh well...I suppose it is only fair that you all enjoy it... 
CEO_Pandora says:
::Smiles:: EO: It depends... We needed to get out of some place 'yesterday' as they say it.. We managed to get all engines online within ten minutes... But thirteen isn't that bad either... ::Smiles::
Host Beth says:
<LoDuca>....oh...and tell the doctor...thank you for the wine.  I'm sure the Admiral won't be needing it anymore.  Ta ta!  ::the message is cut off abruptly:
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Self: Oh no.  aFCO: Bring the ship about.  OPS: Hail the base, priority channel.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Ah... for me, I would be lost without by-the-book procedures. I've learned that one needs to look for sources of stability wherever one can find it...
OPS_Tiernan says:
::hails the Starbase on a priority channel::  CO:  Channel is open, Captain.
CSO_Nash says:
Self: Why that snake. CO: I'm sorry sir. You were right. He has baited us again.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Looks at the Captain, then the XO, wondering if this is just one more wild goose chase.::
XO_Worthington says:
::after hearing the message, just stares blankly for a moment::
Host Beth says:
<SB-33 Duty_OPS> COMM: Cherokee: CO: This is SB-33.  Is there a problem?
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Com: Starbase: Engage Red Alert, we have reason to believe that you are now LoDuca's target.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Com: Starbase: Send someone to check on the Admiral.
Host Beth says:
<SB-33 Duty_OPS> COMM: Cherokee: CO: I'll have someone call..::the channel cuts off abruptly::
Host Beth says:
ACTION: A huge explosion occurs as SB-33 is destroyed in an enormous ball of fire.  A large shockwave hurtles towards them and a few other ships that were trying to flee the destruction.  One by one the slower ships were consumed by the oncoming wave and a blossom of fire erupts where the ship once was.  The shockwave is coming closer…faster than thought towards the Cherokee.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Com: Starbase: Hello? ::Ducks as the wave comes at them.::  aFCO: Get us out of here!
CSO_Nash says:
ALL: NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! :: Begins to weep.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Walks over to the CSO and puts her arm around him.::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she looks at the CSO with a stunned shocked look::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::looks up as a console off in the distance goes crazy:: CEO: Holy cow, what's going on... ::he runs over, and tries to make sense of the display::
XO_Worthington says:
::sees the explosion:: CO: Please tell me that this was just a computer image forced in our viewscreen? CSO: Verify this on sensors, it might be a ruse!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
All: No, it can't...as soon as the wave clears, we begin Search and rescue, call all available hands to duty.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Glances at the MSD:: EO: You have good sources.... What is it? ::Walks over to the console::
MCPO_Damato says:
:: rushes back to the main weapons console..*CO*: Bridge, this is Tactical. What in the bleeding heck is going on up there, Sir?
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The wave continues bearing down on the Cherokee as the ship turns and tries to outrun it.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks up as the CNS puts an arm on his shoulder.:: XO: Aye sir. ::Accesses scanners.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*MCPO*: Unclear at the moment, but it looks like the Starbase...has been destroyed.
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she fights a stream of tears running down her cheek as she calls everyone to duty::
MCPO_Damato says:
:: looks stunned.:: *CO* But the Lieutenant....and Mrs. Nash were on board SB33.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Her thoughts turn to Hazzard, a tear forms in her eyes.  She pulls her hand from his shoulder and walks back to her chair and just stares forward, trying to contain her emotion.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::concentrates on the display:: CEO: The Starbase... ::gulps:: just exploded, sir.... a shockwave is fast approaching the Cherokee, we've just turned and trying to outrun it... oh my goodness.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: We have a blast wave bearing down on us in a hurry. I suggest we retreat to a safe distance.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Opens his eyes wide as he slowly figures out what the readings mean:: EO: Get ALL available power to shields and structural integrity, NOW! ::Runs to the pool table to release the lock-out of engineering::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Wave impact in 15 seconds.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Track that signal, find out where it came from!
MCPO_Damato says:
*CO*: Shields are up and at full capacity...tell engineering we could use everything they can give us!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Helm's already on it.  Let's hope it's enough.
OPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  I'm trying Captain.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Diverting power, sir! One sec...
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Sorry, Captain. :: Looks at him with tear streaked cheeks.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: We need everything we can get to rear shields and engines, everything!
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<EO_Norton> CO: Captain, engineering is trying to divert available power to the SIF...
Host Beth says:
ACTION: The wave catches the Cherokee and hurls it end over end as it passes.  Consoles explode as the crew goes flying.  The lights flicker and a high pitched sound pierces the air as areas of the ship decompress before force fields can close the breaches.  Suddenly the power goes out leaving the Cherokee in total darkness.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Taps another series of controls, ordering damage control teams to stand by at central access points:: *CO*: Already on it, Captain, damage control teams standing by as well...
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: So am Oooof!  ::Tumbles as the ship tosses.::
XO_Worthington says:
::goes flying across the bridge, landing by the FCO console::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::finds where the signal came from as she learns where she can't believe it:: CO: Captain, it came from the Starbase.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Thrown out of her chair, hitting her head.::
MCPO_Damato says:
:: holds on to anything he can to keep from losing his balance....barking out orders as he struggles to keep the ship in one piece as the power goes out in Tactical...emergency lamps lighting the dim room like an eerie dungeon. ::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Hits the deck as the wave hits, looking around, seeing other engineers go airborne as well::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Holy... ::he tries to grab something as he is flung to the other side of ME, landing on his behind at the base of the opposite end:: Self: Like, OW... ::he pulls himself back up, but ME is in darkness...::
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she is thrown to the floor and gets a cut on her arm::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Falls to the deck and is jostled around. As soon as he can stand he looks around at total darkness.:: ALL: Everyone alright?
XO_Worthington says:
::gets up from the deck slowly:: ALL: Report. ::goes over to see if the Captain is ok::
CEO_Pandora says:
::slowly crawls back to his feet once the movement becomes less violent:: All: Is everyone alright?
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she crawls to where she hears the CSO voice::  CSO:  I'm here, my arm feels like it has a cut on it.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Struggles to his feet, ignoring the pain from an oddly twisted ankle.  Moves towards the emergency lockers to grab lights.::  All: let's get the ship back in operation, we have a search operation to perform.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Rubs her head, a large lump now forming on her forehead.  Fumbles around in the dark to grab a med-kit, figuring she is going to need to treat some injuries.::
Host Beth says:
INFO: Slowly the emergency power kicks in and one by one the emergency lighting flickers on.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: I'm alright. My behind isn't, though... ::grumbles as he crawls back to his console in the dimmed lighting::
CSO_Nash says:
XO: Commander, I am well. :: Hears OPS and helps her up.:: XO: OPS is here with me and may be injured. :: I probe OPS's arm for any injury.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks back to where the pool table should be, finds an object and starts tapping it, not getting any response at first::
MCPO_Damato says:
*XO* Tactical here sir.  Power is out and I don't know how long it will be before we can get it back...Engineering is gonna have their hands full.  I got teams of Security roaming for injuries just in case.
OPS_Tiernan says:
::stands up with the CSO's help::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Limps back to center seat.::  XO: Still conscious, let's take advantage of that.  ::Drops into seat hard.::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves his hands over both of OPS's arms.:: OPS: Let me know when I find it Lt.
XO_Worthington says:
*CEO*: I need whatever power you can give us Mr. Pandora. What is the status in Engineering?
MCPO_Damato says:
:: watches as a small flashing light comes back on...:: *XO* Correction..looks like Engineering was able to save the emergency reserves...nice to know they are on the ball.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Hears the XO's comment, and walks over to the OPS with a med kit.::  OPS: Let me take a look at that arm.
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she reacts badly when the CSO touches her right forearm, she can feel blood coming from it::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Glances at the MSD:: EO: I can't believe it.. Just a minute ago it was all green, now it's almost all red... *XO*: Engineering here, we're very busy at the moment... Right now, there's no power available, apart from what we're already using...
XO_Worthington says:
CNS: Take a look at the Captain when you are done. CSO: See if you can get any power to sensors. I want to know if LoDuca is out there grinning at us.
CEO_Pandora says:
*XO*: Warp core is offline, sensors offline, communication is inoperative, inertial dampening field offline... Impulse drive is offline as well..
CSO_Nash says:
CNS: Her right forearm has a laceration on it. :: Feels the stickiness of blood on his fingers.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Uses a dermal regenerator to repair the arm, and gives her a hypospray of Triptacederin for pain.::  OPS: You'll live.  ::Walks over to the Captain.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: We get the ship stable, then we get teams onto shuttles.  There has to be survivors.
XO_Worthington says:
*MCPO*: Get your teams together and lock this ship down. This could be the perfect time for boarding parties.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CNS: Don't worry about me, it's just my leg, I can sit until everyone is treated.
XO_Worthington says:
CO: Agreed. I will start amassing rescue squads.
XO_Worthington says:
*CEO*: I need power as quickly as possible. Are there any wounded down there?
MCPO_Damato says:
*XO*: Already on it, Sir....has...Any word on survivors...maybe the Lieutenant....:: his voice tapers off. ::
CSO_Nash says:
:: Moves back over to his console feeling the pressure in his head as he hit it pretty hard on the railing.::
XO_Worthington says:
*MCPO*: We are going to find them soon, have Beta team meet me in Shuttle Bay 2 in 15 minutes.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: After life support and structural integrity, we need to get sensors back on line.  Need an eye to look out for the injured.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks over to the locker room and gets himself two engineering kits, hands one to the EO upon returning:: EO: We're going to do some system repairs... *XO*: Understood sir... We have greater concerns at the moment, no-one has been seriously injured, luckily...
MCPO_Damato says:
*XO*: Aye sir...their on the way.  I'll try to get weapons back online.
OPS_Tiernan says:
::she goes over to her console to see if she can get it to work, but nothing is happening::
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye Captain. I assumed as much. I'll get on it when power comes back on and OPS can give me the resources, sir.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Runs a medical tricorder over the Captain.::  CO: Broken right ankle, but you'll live.  I'll be back.  ::Walks over to CSO and runs a medical tricorder over him.  Aside from a few bumps and bruises, he appears to be well.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CNS: That's what I said.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::looks at the engineering kit that the CEO has handed to him:: CEO: What shall I focus on first, sir? ::it's almost laughable, as he looks at the tiny engineering kit that is given to him:: CEO: Ironic, isn't it...
CSO_Nash says:
CNS: Do you have anything to quiet this jackhammer I have going off in here? :: Points to his head.::
XO_Worthington says:
CO: Sir, I am going to take 4 teams and look for survivors. The longer we wait the harder it's going to be.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
aFCO: Get word to the shuttle bay, have them begin the startup procedures on all the shuttles they can.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
XO: Very good, we'll send more as soon as we can.  With luck, Chief Pandora might have us flying about in no time.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sighs:: EO: The impulse drive.. We need a power-source... the emergency reserves won't hold out for much longer anymore...
XO_Worthington says:
CO: Understood. ::makes his way down to the shuttle bay as fast as he can::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Takes a last glance at the MSD, before heading off to the anti-matter injection assembly, just above ME::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
CEO: Very good, sir. Shall I lead a damage control team down to the impulse engines controller itself, work directly there?
MCPO_Damato says:
*XO*: Beta team reports ready to deploy, sir.  Got enough men for two shuttle teams.  Sent my best pilots down there too.  Good Hunting, Sir!
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: We're going to get everyone on duty, so manpower should not be an issue.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Looks over his shoulder:: EO: Yeah... Good luck... *CO*: Thank you sir... I need every hand I can get right now... We're not out of the danger area yet.... Oh, and I recommend keeping power usage to an absolute minimum...
Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: As soon as we can get long range communications on line, let me know.  We have to inform Starfleet.
OPS_Tiernan says:
CO:  Aye Captain.
CEO_Pandora says:
*CO*: And then I mean... No shields, no lights except the emergency lights, and no turbolifts...
XO_Worthington says:
::arrives in the shuttle bay and sends the teams to their shuttles and gets in his:: *OPS*: Clearance for departure, please.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: As minimal as we can.  We have a rescue operation to carry out.
OPS_Tiernan says:
*XO*:  You're cleared fro departure.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Walks back to the Captain.:: CO: Sir, when you are ready, you are going to need to go to sickbay to get your ankle reset.  I am going to check to see if there is anyone else that needs medical attention.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Works on his station as soon as he gets power routed to it.::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::heads to the entrance of Main Engineering:: DCT1: Alright, Damage Control Team 1, only the A-designates, you're with me. Bring your tools, we're headed down to the impulse reactors for a bit of manual repair. B-designates, remain here to conduct remote access repairs to the impulse engines. We'll inform you when we're ready.
XO_Worthington says:
@::takes the shuttle clear of the Cherokee, finally seeing the extent of the damage, and makes his way for the debris field::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CNS: Of course, as soon as things are settled.  Or settled enough.
CEO_Pandora says:
*CO*: Sir, I know that, but right now, we need to rescue our selves first... If we keep using turbolifts, our emergency power will be depleted in an hour time, if not sooner... I'm not sure yet how long it takes to get the impulse engines back online! ::Crawls into the jeffires tube, leading up to the injection assembly::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*CEO*: You got it, Jeffries tubes it is.  Self: Now would be a great time for me to be able to move.
MCPO_Damato says:
*CEO*: Chief...this is Master Chief D’Amato...We still have a minimal charge left in the phaser banks...will it help if we dump that to the reserves. might give you a little time to work with?
XO_Worthington says:
@::begins scanning the debris field, looking for any signs of life::
Host Beth says:
INFO: As the XO's shuttle makes its way back towards where the station was.....large chunks of debris float by....burnt and scarred.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*All*: All hands, report to your duty stations using Jeffries tubes.  Turbo Lifts are to be used for medical or Engineering emergencies only until further notice.
CSO_Nash says:
:: His sensors come back online and his scan shows something gruesome.:: CO: I have limited sensors, sir. I am detecting a hull breach on Deck 9. Mostly residential quarters, hydroponics bays and the CNS's office.
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Exits the bridge and makes her way through the corridors to treat the injuries.  Medics are already seen arriving.  Sees an Ensign with a large gaping wound on his shoulder.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Looks up as a new voice comes through on his combadge:: *MCPO*: It might work... But I recommend waiting with that... We're still assessing damage to the systems, I don't want to overload them now and loose the last bit of power we have...
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::races down the corridor and opens the jeffries tube:: DCT1-A: Okay, folks, we have to climb three decks to Deck 12, let's move it.
MCPO_Damato says:
*CEO* : Heh...gotcha...right now I don't think we could hurl a pebble at anyone.  might as well make the power count for something.  I have a few extra bodies here...you need some extra sets of hands?
CEO_Pandora says:
::Crawls out of the jeffries tube, seeing two other engineers, crouched next to a hatch, poking instruments into it::
XO_Worthington says:
@::continues to scan but gets no life readings:: COM: General Distress: This is Commander Worthington of the U.S.S. Cherokee. We are seriously injured and Starbase 33 has been attacked. Please respond. To any ships that can hear my voice.
CEO_Pandora says:
*MCPO*: Thanks, send them by main engineering... Using the jeffires tubes, they might be of help.... They'll find someone that can tell what to do...
CSO_Nash says:
:: Starts scanning back toward the base to get those readings that the CO and XO requested.::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::The Ensign appears to be conscious, but in a lot of pain.  Gives him a hypospray analgesic of hydrocortilene and uses an auto suture to mend the wound.::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*MCPO*: Make sure the Anti Matter Warheads are disarmed and safe.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::watches as the last of 'em climbs into the jeffries tube, and he climbs in as well, closing the hatch behind him:: DCT1-A: Guys, honestly, we have to move faster than this... ::the line stops, and the hatch several decks up is opened, revealing the impulse engine controller:: Self: Finally... ::looks up the ladder::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Walks over to the two engineers to check on their progress:: EO1: How are we looking here?
MCPO_Damato says:
*CO*: Understood sir.  I'll check on that myself right now.
XO_Worthington says:
@::repeats the distress signal as he scans for life signs, the carnage surrounding him is like nothing he has ever seen::
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::he climbs out of the jeffries tube:: DCT1-A: Okay, we must concentrate on restoring impulse. From the looks of things, most of the power relays exiting the impulse engines have been fused; replace those, and it should come back up. But you two, run a full diagnostic while the rest of us work on the relays.
OPS_Tiernan says:
::working hard to get something hooked so she can contact Starfleet to what happened::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
Tactical Officer: Toss me a Type III, I need to be able to move, it'll work as a crutch if I need it.
CEO_Pandora says:
<EO1> ::Bumps his head as Pandora speaks, then pulls it out of the hatch:: CEO: Not too good, sir.. The relays are fused, they need to be replaced.. But what's worse, when they fused, they took the chips with them. We haven't got sufficient of those on stock, so it might take a while to get the warp core up and running again..
CSO_Nash says:
:: Becomes agitated as the limited sensors can't get past the explosions wake yet.:: CO: No data from the Stations area yet. Still too much interference.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*CEO*: Sir, we've arrived at the impulse engine controller, and we're going to begin work on the relays. *DCT1-B*: We've just arrived, as we replace the relays, you should gain access slowly. Once you find you can reinitialize the engines, tell me.
XO_Worthington says:
@::while scanning Trent picks up a very faint SOS, he moves quickly to it's location::
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Understood, let's keep on it.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Aye Captain. It's just so senseless. :: Breaks down.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sighs:: EO1: Very well, you two can handle this, right? ::Turns around, not waiting for a reply:: *EO*: Understood.. the injector assembly relay system has been fused, along with it's control system memory chips... We won't get it back for at least an hour, I estimate...
Host CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: I know, I'm sorry, but I'm not giving up yet, on any of them.
CSO_Nash says:
CO: Neither am I. And when we catch LoDuca, he's gonna pay many times over.
XO_Worthington says:
@::as he approaches the signal he finds a private yacht with several life signs aboard. The ship is severely damaged and about to explode. Trent quickly beams the survivors off and gets out of the way::
CNS_T`Lin says:
::Continues to walk through the halls treating injuries.::
MCPO_Damato says:
*CO*: Master Chief here sir.  Warheads are not an issue...oh..and I found that hydrospanner...that’s gotta mean something, right?
XO_Worthington says:
@::moves over to the wounded and begins to scan for injuries::
CSO_Nash says:
:: His face clouds as he begins to think of tortures for LoDuca and he tears up at the thought of losing Kyleigh, the twins, Mark and the Admiral in one fell swoop.::
CEO_Pandora says:
::Crawls down the jeffries tube he had just climbed and returns to main engineering, glances at the MSD, seeing there hasn't been any improvement:: *EO*: How long do you think you'll need until you get the impulse drive back online? We can't use the replicators until we have a steady source for our energy..
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
*CEO*: Well, I'm afraid I'd be hard pressed to give you a time frame on these repairs... much less a positive time frame. We'll get to work immediately. Wilson-Ilianor out.
Host Beth says:
INFO: The XO beams 4 human males in varying states of injuries.  One critical, the other three ranging from moderate to walking wounded.  All of them are in shock.
Host CO_Ayidee says:
*MCPO*: Aye, right now I'll take whatever we can get.
XO_Worthington says:
@::begins to use his limited medical knowledge on the critical survivor:: ALL: Just calm down everyone. I am going to have you all taken care of. COM: Shuttle2: Continue your search. I am taking these wounded back to the ship.
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
<EO_Dennis> EO: Well... ah, sir, the diagnostic is complete, we estimate, oh, two hours maybe...
EO_Wilson-Ilianor says:
::he frowns, and pauses for a second:: *CEO*: Actually, sir, it seems you may complete repairs to the warp core before we do... two hours at best, sir.
CSO_Nash says:
:: Thinks of Mark lying in a bed and considers him lucky for not being conscious for the explosion.:: CTO/OPS/twins/ Admiral: I shall avenge you all.
CEO_Pandora says:
::Sighs:: *EO*: Understood...
Host Beth says:
INFO: As the XO makes his way through to where SB-33 once stood, the sensors only pick up debris.  Large chunks of the station, blackened and twisted float by.   Smaller pieces bounce off of the hull as the shuttle pushes its way in deeper towards the center, finally reaching the area where once there was a proud station.
XO_Worthington says:
#<Shuttle2> XO: Aye sir.
Host Beth says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

